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The English Setter is clean in outline, elegant in appearance, and efficient in movement. It is a symmetrical
gun dog with the ideal balance of strength, stamina, grace and style. The field setter characteristically carries
its tail higher, and is often smaller, lighter boned, and shorter coated than the show type.
Breed Standards : English Setter | United Kennel Club (UKC)
The English Setter is a medium-size breed of dog. It is part of the setter group, which includes the red Irish
Setters , Irish Red and White Setters , and black-and-tan Gordon Setters . The mainly white body coat is of
medium length with long silky fringes on the back of the legs, under the belly and on the tail.
English Setter - Wikipedia
Free hunting dog classifieds for the upland bird hunter and wetland waterfowl hunter. Find puppies for sale,
started dogs for sale and finished dogs from all sorts of different pointing breeds, retrieving breeds and
flushing breeds.. List your kennel with us and advertise that you are a breeder, trainer or handler. Advertise
services like guided hunts, hunting preserve, game birds and dogs ...
English Setter - gundogcentral.com
We aim on getting a complete history of the English Setter back to the start of the breed. As every Llewellin
Setter is an English Setter but not every English Setter a Llewellin, the Llewellins are included in this
database.
The Willie Walker Pedigrees Database
The English Setter is clean in outline, elegant in appearance, and efficient in movement. It is a symmetrical
gun dog with the ideal balance of strength, stamina, grace and style. The field setter characteristically carries
its tail higher, and is often smaller, lighter boned, and shorter coated than the ...
ENGLISH SETTER - United Kennel Club
English Setter. As it is with most Sporting Dogs, the English Setter is highly intelligent, eager to please, loyal
and affectionate. This combination makes for the perfect companion with one caveat; you must allow him the
space to dispel his energy.
English Setter - SPORTING DOG PRO
English Setter grooming is essential to this breed's good looks and health. These dogs' coats have significant
feathering, and the long, silky hair can easily get tangled and matted if left unbrushed.
English Setter Grooming Â» How to Groom A English Setter
Pointer - English Setter - Puppies for Sale. Posted on 09/28/2013 - - Last updated on 09/28/2013. Sold [ Click
for Details] MALE ENGLISH SETTER PUPPY IN TX - READY TO GO. ANDERSON RANCHS ROCKY BOY
x ANDERSON RANCHS SILVER BELL. Pointer - English Setter - Puppies for Sale.
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